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About This Game

In the future, intelligent robot ducks have become smarter than humans, they took our jobs while we were busy fighting nuclear
wars with each other. Few of us remained to see what is known today as the "Duckpocalypse". As an enraged simple human
mind, you manage to build two guns with the scrap you gathered from an annoying robot duck, and so this is how your duck

hunt starts!

Duckpocalypse is a VR arcade-style game made for the HTC Vive. Get in, grab your guns, take a second to let the new pixel
world around you sink in, and then shoot that start button! Get on a fast paced challenge to bring down as many of those robot

ducks as you can! Invite your friends over and see who can set the best score!

For reviewers and letsplayers:
All content was developed by us, but we have no problem with you playing this game and it's content on your videos and

reviews, so feel free to play this game in your channel, including images, sounds and music, but please be fair and place a link to
this game or our company somewhere in your description.
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Title: Duckpocalypse
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Capitola VR
Publisher:
Capitola VR
Release Date: 22 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970 equivalent or higher

Storage: 100 MB available space
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Mapped my joystick to a 360 controller emulator and got my Logitech Extreme Pro running flawlessly on the game. It's kinda a
shame that there is no joystick compatibility/controller mapping. It's an easy work around though. Other than the 15 minutes it
took me to setup things controller wise, I highly recommend this. Gameplay is fun, story's getting good, and it's challenging to
boot. Cockpit visuals are amazing, even though a lot of the instruments arent functioning.. Superbrothers: Sword & Sworcery
EP is a kind of game that you may hate before you love it.

You play as a girl (that looks like a random pile of pixels) that explores a tiny mysterious world, fights deadly monsters and tries
to make sense of it all.

It is a point and click adventure with several fighting sequences. Sometimes it gets very confusing. In-game hints are often not
helpful. You end up wondering around without knowing what to do. The fact that some in-game events only happen during
certain real life moon phases (the game checks the date every time you play) is not making things easier.

Use the guide or watch walkthrough videos if you get stuck. Judging by achievement stats less than 10% actually manage to
finish the game even though it is just a couple of hours long. Things start making much more sense on the second playthrough if
you ever get to that point.

This game is beautiful. It is funny. It is confusing. It is scary. It is sad. It is weird. Very very weird.
A review won’t do it justice. You have to experience it. And music... music is amazing.

Rating: A piece of indie gaming art / 10.. Do not recommend. There's some going for it--the combat goes from simple, to
tense, but unfortunately back to simple again once you realize the entire trick is a well-timed dodge. The atmosphere can be
pretty creepy. The story...tries really hard. But in the end, it's short, the play is dull, the story is poisonously didactic, and the
"Content warning" gives away the schtick right off the bat. "Obviously, all of this is metaphorical," I thought, after maybe 10
minutes in. Then it's a trudge that goes exactly where you expect it to.

Then there's the message. I get it: respec wahmen. But all this can do is breed anxiety, neurosis, and self-loathing in people who
are already bombarded with mixed messages about how to treat the opposite sex, and who is responsible for romantic and sexual
signalling, and who is responsible for miscommunication. I wouldn't want my sons or daughter to play this. The story's "Degrassi
Junior High" take on these issues is the most modern of pop psychology and woman-oriented gender studies. This is harmful
and untenable, which will be apparent when we finally recover from this gynocentric hysteria currently plaguing Western
culture.

I give this game a point for one mechanic I found clever: Discarding the "armor" to make inventory room for the "truth" bits.
It's too obvious the game considers this always the correct answer, but the sacrifice aspect of it works.

It gets a point as well for being a passable blend of narrative and play. Unfortunately though, the play is dull and the narrative is
societally harmful. Not only would I not recommend this, my advice is to actively avoid this title.. Just like my review on Marias
Pass, the Norfolk Southern Coal District is definitely a tru masterpiece by DTG. Amazing scenery, detail and loads of fun to
drive! Starting at West Brownsville Yard, you run across Main Street then all the way to Emerald Mine then the 15 mile Mannor
Branch to Bailey Mine. A shorter 10 mile track on the other side of the Monongahela River is featured along with the Alicia
Rail to barge coal transfer facility. Rolling stock is an ES44AC, Dash 9 and G11 Coal Hopper all with the Norfolk Southern
livery. The ES44AC has the new braking system first introduced with Canadian Mountain Passes route. It iis pretty much the
same as the NS Heritage ES44ACs, has the flashing ditch lights, same horn, bell ETC. The Dash 9 according to the store page is
AI only but it is drivable to the player and as for the coal car, it is well designed. The scenery is great including the street
running through West Brownsville, PA featuring a huge church that is accurately desgined! The main freight traffic on the route
is coal with a few local freight operations between Brownsville and Waynesburg. One minor flaw with this route is that quick
drive always crashes so don't use is on this route unless DTG fixes it. Other than that this route is just amazing!. Graphics wise it
really isn't that bad

Bought it on sale and honestly would never buy it full price, bought it for the somewhat easy achievements as 6\/7 unlock on
startup
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But as the hitboxes are completely broken the game literally doesn't function properly unless you use an autoclicker and slowly
get the score up

Don't recommend for now as it's completely broken
. i think anyone who plays raceing games should get rc mini racers it is the best i love it and hope you do to btw it is free. It
would be one of those many nice HOGs, with meticulous graphics, good puzzles and interesting setting, however there are also
terrible voiceovers and even more terrible "acting", as the characters are unfortunately played by real people with mediocre
acting skills at best. The guy playing the professor is one of the worst I ever seen in games. His character is simply ridiculous
and cliche, and his "acting" is oh-my-how-exaggerated. Then goes the standard "mad scientist" plot which makes me sick - so
many times I've seen it. If you're not annoyed by such things, buy this game, however I cannot recommend it with a clear
conscience.. so much fun recommend it to poeple who like simulators. steering is hard to get used to but love the mechanics..
Very addictive, fast paced and challenging. Highly recommended :). This game has some issues with its controls. At first, the
keyboard controls are only made for QWERTY-keyboards. Playing this on a QWERTZ-keyboard is nearly impossible.
Secondly, you have to hold down the fire button all the time. Thirdly, you control the ship via the arrow keys. This feels very
awkward, when 99% of the games you play use WASD (, which you control with your left hand). All of this wouldn't be that
bad, if you could rebind the keys. But you simply can't.
So I plugged in my controller and it worked for the game itself - But you still had to hold down the fire button. And not all of
the controls seemed to work in the menu.
I played a bit and what I could see were some red enemies shooting red bullets and my blue ship shooting blue bullets. But it
couldn't keep my attention. This game could be worth playing, if it hadn't the controlling issues. But for now, I'm going to
refund it.
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It kinda reminds me of Angry Birds in a weird way.

Most of the challenge the game provides isn't beating the levels; it's in mastery and being efficient. It's also introduces all of the
mechanics early on and does a good job at using them in different ways. It's not a hugely immersive game, it's something to kill
a few minutes.

Would probably be a great game to have on your phone, and since it's only like 13MB that's pretty feasible.. absolutely awful.

first, no instructions whatsoever.
second, you would think that maybe it supports a controller. but...not really. i only found out that you can shoot after using the
keyboard. there's no shoot button on the controller. wtf?
third, the controls are crap. half of the time i try to shoot, nothing happens.

combine all of this and i found that i couldn't last more than 5 minutes.

ragequit. uninstall.. GAMEPLAY: CRUHZHAY
Story: Fun, predictable but its a classic style. you see it comming but the execution is pretty darn cool and some characters will
be remembered... to a certain degree.

Not a fan or new to Devil may cry? i recommended
A fan of Devil may cry... what are you doing... why are you even reading this. get the game. It's not even a "port" as you have an
extra difficulty that adds from 50% too 200% more enemies on screen. enjoy the crazy :)
"Only on PC". So i just finished the game and that ending really caught me off guard.. After playing 63hrs on EA v2.21 the
game seems to be very promising and addictive just needs more content. It's for those who likes tycoon or similar paper chaser
sims. Hopefully, it will have workshop soon, so it won't be a problem anymore.
It can be a fun ride to get rich or very challenging depending on the starting conditions you choose.
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